My Kaleidoscope

My Kaleidoscope is one courageous
womans memoir of her life from early
childhood on, who raised her family in
Theresienstadt, a concentration camp in
what is now called the Czech Republic,
resulting in a story of survivalbut with
survival
comes
suffering
and
heart-wrenching lossan uphill battle that
most didnt make it through. Emma Fuchs
defied the odds. She saved her daughter
and gave her a new life in America. While
it may be easy to say they survived, it
leaves out the story of how they got there.
My Kaleidoscope is an emotional ride that
will rip you through the journey of love,
loss, and hatred. It will make you
appreciate your freedom and understand
the road that was paved before us. It
demonstrates with humanity the role
choices can make in the path to life. This
journey is retold by Shari J. Ryan,
great-granddaughter of Emma Fuchsa
survivor of the Holocaust. Proceeds from
My Kaleidoscope will be donated to the
United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum.
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